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Abstract
The Related Records feature in the Web of Science retrieves records that share at least one item in their reference
lists with the references of a seed record. This search method, known as bibliographic coupling, does not always
yield topically relevant results. Our exploratory case study asks: How do retrievals of the type used in pennant
diagrams compare with retrievals through Related Records? Pennants are two-dimensional visualizations of
documents co-cited with a seed paper. In them, the well-known tf*idf (term frequency*inverse document frequency)
formula is used to weight the co-citation counts. The weights have psychological interpretations from relevance
theory; given the seed, tf predicts a co-cited document’s cognitive effects on the user, and idf predicts the user’s
relative ease in relating its title to the seed’s title. We chose two seed papers from information science, one with only
two references and the other with 20, and used them to retrieve 50 documents per method in WoS for each of our
two seeds. We illustrate with pennant diagrams. Pennant retrieval indeed produced more relevant documents,
especially for the paper with only two references, and it produced mostly different ones. Related Records performed
almost as well on the paper with the longer reference list, improving remarkably as the coupling units between the
seed and other papers increased. We argue that relevance rankings based on co-citation, with pennant-style
weighting as an option, would be a desirable addition to WoS and similar databases.
Keywords Bibliographic coupling · co-citation analysis · relevance theory · tf*idf · Web of Science

Article Highlights:
Using two classic papers as seeds, one with few references and the other with many, this case study tests two
retrieval metrics in the Web of Science.
Pennant retrieval, based on co-citation, is shown to compare favorably with WoS Related Records retrieval, based
on bibliographic coupling, for both seeds.
The interpretability of the co-citation set is further enhanced by tf*idf weighting as used in pennant diagrams.

Related Records Retrieval and Pennant Retrieval: An Exploratory Case Study
Introduction
This is an exploratory case study in bibliometric retrieval of related documents. Specifically, we retrieve and
evaluate documents that two citation-based similarity metrics relate to the same two seed documents. Both metrics
rank retrieved documents by predicted closeness to the seed. The first is bibliographic coupling (Kessler 1963), as
implemented in the Web of Science (WoS) under the name Related Records. The second, based on co-citation
counts and yet to be implemented, is the one used in creating pennant diagrams (White 2007a,b, 2009, 2010, 2015,
2018a; White and Mayr 2013). These diagrams, shaped like triangular flags, position the works co-cited with a seed
on two dimensions—namely, by their predicted relevance to it and by how specifically their titles relate to its title.
Hence, we call our second method “pennant retrieval”.
Searching for records of related documents is one of the most important capabilities that online retrieval services
offer their users. Terms used to indicate or retrieve such records vary from system to system (e.g., “related records,”
“related documents,” “find similar,” “more like this”), but the overall goal is clear: “Given a document that the user
has indicated interest in, the system task is to retrieve other documents that the user may also want to examine” (Lin
and Wilbur 2007: 3). In this context, “relatedness” is generally an indicator of the degree of topical similarity
between two documents, as evidenced by shared properties such as descriptors, keywords, references, or cocitations. For instance, the higher the number of items shared in the reference lists of two documents—that is, the
stronger their bibliographic coupling—the more likely it is that both are on the same topic (Belter 2017; Horsley,
Dingwall, and Sampson 2011). Small’s (1973) co-citation metric—the frequency with which any two earlier
documents are cited by later ones—is comparable: the higher the frequency, the stronger the presumption that citers
regard the earlier pair as topically similar (Beel, Gipp, Langer, and Breitinger 2016: 320). In this study, one member
of the co-cited pair is always the seed, and it is the similarity of other documents to the seed that is measured.
The following considerations set our research problem. When documents are coupled to a seed by only one or two
references, their topical similarity to it is frequently low because of “topic drift” (Huang, Xue, Zhang, Chen, Yu, and
Ma 2004). Yet bibliographic coupling counts above some threshold (e.g., three) usually produce reasonably good
retrievals. The same is true of co-citation counts. White has claimed, most recently in 2018b, that all the works in a
pennant retrieval are relevant to the seed in varying degrees by empirical co-citation evidence. Such evidence comes
from multiple co-citing authors repeatedly relating the seed as relevant, thus creating a stronger topical tie between
the co-cited documents. Pennant retrieval, however, has never been tested against any other IR method.
Earlier work comparing the retrieval performance of co-citation and bibliographic coupling found the former more
effective (Bichteler and Eaton 1980; Zarrinkalam and Kahani 2012). Accordingly, our main motive was to compare
pennant retrieval with Related Records retrieval as ways of finding potentially useful documents. We further wished
to compare the two methods for (1) a seed with few items in its reference list as against (2) a seed with relatively
many. Our first seed was thus Maron & Kuhns (1960), a seminal paper on information retrieval (IR) with only two
references. Our hunch was that the bibliographic coupling method would probably fail to produce satisfactory
results for a relatively old seed paper. Thus, we wished to find out if the pennant retrieval can be used to
complement the shortcomings of Related Records retrieval for such old papers with no or scanty reference lists. Our
second seed was Cooper’s (1988) “Getting beyond Boole” with 20 items in its reference list. We predicted that
Related Records retrieval would probably produce much better results for the second seed than the first one. Despite
this, we thought it would be worthwhile to see if the pennant retrieval could still be of help in discovering further
relevant documents for papers with many items in their reference lists. We entered these two documents into WoS as
separate queries and judged the ranked lists of records they retrieved for relevance to the seeds. For both seeds, we
conjectured that pennant retrievals would produce more relevant items in WoS than lists based on Related Records,
and that is what we found. We are of course aware that our results are not generalizable, but our in-depth analysis
may suggest testable hypotheses in bibliometrically-enhanced IR.
We chose our seeds so that retrievals generated by them would be meaningful to readers in information science. The
Maron & Kuhns paper—hereafter M&K—replaced the “two-valued thinking about IR with probabilistic notions”
(Maron 2008: 971), thereby paving the way, almost 60 years ago, for Google-like systems that we take for granted
today (Bensman 2013). Cooper’s paper, another classic of IR, discussed the general shortcomings of Boolean IR
systems and proposed alternative models.
We also present pennant diagrams for both M&K and Cooper that visualize their relationships with other papers,
suggesting their impact on, e.g., the formation of major IR models. In general, visually rich pennants offer ways of
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exploring the intellectual structure around both classic and non-classic works. They can be published as permanent
displays to help researchers interpret the complex intellectual history of specific domains, or they can be generated
online as disposable aids to help users browse an existing corpus of documents (White 2015, 2018a). Preliminary
work on interpreting M&K through pennant diagrams appeared in Akbulut (2016a, b), an independent replication of
White’s methodology. The CiteSpace system has added pennant diagrams to its suite of visualization software.
Our retrievals resemble those produced by document recommender systems, in that, like them, ours are documents
algorithmically ranked by degrees of relevance to a seed. However, our approach differs somewhat in emphasis
from those typically found in the recommender system literature. That is:
•

Since our retrievals are based on seed-related bibliometric counts, we assume that researchers may be
interested in the seed’s history as an intellectual contribution. In other words, they enter it as a search term
because they want an overview of the other publications associated with it in the literature. Given a seed
such as M&K, for example, they may search for documents bibliographically coupled with it or co-cited
with it simply to see what these methods turn up as the seed’s near or distant neighbors. A bibliometric
motive of this kind is not usually addressed in the recommender system literature.

•

We use topical similarity to the seed to judge retrievals for relevance, but we do not assume that high
topical similarity is necessarily the only goal of the retrievals. As in bibliometric mapping, shades of
similarity, including marked dissimilarity, may also be of interest—for example, to the seed’s author(s) or
to researchers well acquainted with the field the seed represents. Such persons would presumably bring
relatively high levels of sophistication and curiosity to interpreting retrievals.
•

Rather than testing the relevance of retrievals against baseline documents in a standard experimental set
and reporting the results abstractly, we show, with commentary, the top 50 documents actually returned by
each method for each seed, so that readers themselves may judge their attributes.

Related Studies
Comparative studies on related records search systems are not that many. Studies that evaluate Related Records
results are even scarcer. The following review is limited to systems using bibliographic coupling or co-citation
linkages (or both) as relatedness measures. These include some recommender systems, which are reviewed in
general in Beel et al. (2016). Details of pennant creation and interpretation are also given.
Bibliographic Coupling
Similarity measures based on linguistic features of documents such as keywords reflect natural language with all its
“inherent complexities and ambiguities” (Zarrinkalam and Kahani 2012: 100). Bibliographic coupling is a similarity
measure that is “independent of words and language,” thereby “avoid[ing] all the difficulties of language, syntax and
word habits” and requiring “[n]o expert reading or judgment” (Kessler 1963: 11). Or as Clarivate Analytics (2017a)
puts it, Related Records is implemented in WoS to find similar documents “regardless of whether their titles,
abstracts, or keywords contain the same terms”. Kessler defined each reference common to two documents as a
“coupling unit”. For two documents to be bibliographically coupled, at least one of their references must be shared.
The more items a document has in its reference list, the more documents it is somehow related to, and the more
likely it is to appear in Related Records searches.
The number of shared references signifies what is called “cognitive overlap” or “intellectual overlap” between two
documents, “with higher number of overlaps indicating greater relevance” (Belter 2017: 733; Colavizza et al. 2018:
604). More formally, intellectual overlap is “the proportion of references that a pair of publications have in
common”, and this formula is used to calculate it:
Nqd / min (Nq, Nd),

(1)

where Nqd denotes the number of overlapping references of publications, and Nq and Nd denote the total number of
references in publications q & d respectively.
The intellectual overlap equals one if all references of the publication with the shorter reference list are also cited
by the other publication (Colavizza et al. 2018: 604-605). For a given publication q, the calculation is repeated for
all the publications (di’s) in the collection and those that overlap are then ranked.
The main issue with the overlap formula is that it does not take into account the total items, including nonoverlapping ones in the reference lists of bibliographically coupled documents. This is well illustrated in a Venn
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diagram which has a pair of articles (say, q & d), one (q) with 40 items and the other (d) with 90 items, of which 10
are common to both (i.e., Nqd = 10) in their reference lists (Smith, Georges and Nguyen, 2015: 1667). Suppose we
have another pair of articles with half the number of items in their reference lists including the ones in the
intersection (i.e., q = 20, d = 45, and Nqd = 5). Formula (1) produces the same outcome for both pairs of articles, but
it is not clear that these two pairs of articles have the same degree of overlap in terms of topical similarity.
Further, suppose that for the first pair of articles q & d, all 40 items in the reference list of q overlap with those of d
(i.e., the items in the reference list of q are a subset of that of d). This means, by definition, a perfect intellectual
overlap. But what about the remaining 50 items in the reference list of d? Could they be about a somewhat related
but nevertheless a slightly different subject? What if d had 100 non-overlapping items instead of 50? Would the
subset have equal intellectual overlap with the whole in both cases? As the subset (or intersection) gets smaller, a
given article (q) would be related to a higher number of non-overlapping references of probably less relevant
articles, thereby causing topic drift.
Even so, systems based on bibliographic coupling offer a popular searching and browsing capability. They enable
users to start their searches with a “known-item” relevant record and then find possibly similar items. In Kessler’s
day they were not easy to implement because of the limited power and storage capacities of the computers that
produced citation indexes. Eugene Garfield, the founder of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), took 25
years to apply the idea of bibliographic coupling to the citation indexes that are now in the Web of Science. It was
finally implemented as the Related Records capability “in the CD-ROM version of SCI and SSCI in 1988” (Garfield
2001: 2). Since then, this capability has become available in two other citation indexes, Scopus and Microsoft
Academic. It is also seen in CiteSeerX and PubMed (Giles et al. 1998; Lin and Wilbur 2007; Peterson and Graves
2009). More recently, a refined method that uses tf*idf formula to compute weighted bibliographic coupling
strengths was introduced (Shen, Zhu, Rousseau, Su and Wang 2019).
Co-citations
Small (1973) linked bibliometrics with IR and proposed a new measure of document similarity based on co-citation
of documents (Åström 2007). Co-citation counts “focus on the broader relatedness of publications” by reflecting
how many later works cite pairs of earlier works (Colavizza et al. 2018: 601). Co-citation analysis became a
powerful tool for mapping the structure of scientific fields (Garfield 2001: 2).
Co-citation counts are dynamic, whereas counts of the bibliographic coupling links are static (Sugimoto and
Larivière 2018: 67). Bichteler and Eaton (1980: 279) pointed out that “[u]nlike bibliographic coupling, the strength
of co-citation can increase over time as new papers that cite previous papers are written”. Or in the words of
Garfield (2001: 3): “Bibliographic coupling is retrospective whereas co-citation is essentially a forward-looking
perspective”. The dynamism of co-citation emerges in two ways: the count for any pair of co-cited documents can
grow indefinitely over time, or authors can continually cite a given document with other documents in new
combinations. Bibliographic coupling thus “fails to evolve with the field” while “co-citation similarity evolves and
changes as fields change” (Wesley-Smith et al. 2016: 1-2).
Nevertheless, WoS does not offer retrieval based on co-citations. DialogClassic offered it in the ISI citation
databases until 2013, but that service no longer exists (White 2018b). Nor is it possible to retrieve records on the
basis of co-citations in Scopus or Google Scholar, although they offer their own versions of interrelated records
searching. For instance, Scopus displays, by default, the top three documents based on the combination of shared
references, keywords and authors. Scopus also allows users to browse each list separately (Scopus 2018).
Citation-based measures are used in some recommender systems to rank papers (Beel et al. 2016; He et al. 2010;
Huang et al. 2004; Liang et al. 2011). For example, Zarrinkalam and Kahani (2012) proposed a metric of relatedness
between documents to improve the performance of recommender systems. They defined six types of relations
(including bibliographic coupling and co-citation) between two documents, each weighted differently. They
designed experiments to test the performance of this metric on a subset (c. 30 thousand papers) of the CiteSeerX
Digital Library, using recall, probability of documents being co-cited, and normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG). Direct citations, co-citations, and bibliographic coupling had the most positive impact on performance.
Zarrinkalam and Kahani’s paper is one of the few that compared the retrieval performance of co-citation and
bibliographic coupling. They found that co-cited papers were more likely to be cited than the bibliographically coupled
ones and that they had the highest recall of recommended documents (Zarrinkalam and Kahani 2012: 105-106). In
Bichteler and Eaton’s (1980) small-scale experiment, co-citation-based retrieval modestly improved performance
(13%), suggesting that “knowing the cocitations of two papers helps predict the subject similarity of the papers more
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accurately than is possible simply from knowing their bibliographic coupling strength” (p. 282). However, Haruna et
al. (2018) found that a recommendation algorithm based on co-citation counts alone performed worst of three in
finding the latent associations among papers, presumably because of the topic drift mentioned earlier.
More recent papers have explored various methods to improve the retrieval performance of co-citation-based search
and recommendation systems. For instance, Eto (2013) found that using co-citation contexts has positive effects on
co-citation searching. Ahmad and Afzal (2017) experimented with combining co-citation relevance scores with
metadata to recommend more related papers and reported 25% improvement in retrieval performance.
Pennant Diagrams
White combined co-citation analysis with IR and relevance theory (RT) to predict the relevance of documents to a
seed author or work (White 2007a, b). From RT, a subfield of linguistic pragmatics, he borrowed Sperber and
Wilson’s (1995: 261) psychological definition of relevance as a property of inputs to individual minds:
Relevance = cognitive effects / processing effort

(2)

where the relevance of an input varies directly with its cognitive effects on a person, but inversely with the effort the
input costs the person to process (Wilson and Sperber 2002). In terms of RT, a person has a set of assumptions —
that is, a context of thought—about the seed. The inputs to this context are the co-cited documents. When considered
in relation to the seed, a co-cited document may strengthen an assumption, eliminate it, or combine with it to yield
new conclusions. These are RT’s three main cognitive effects. The greater an input’s cognitive effects, the greater its
relevance. At the same time, the greater the effort of processing the input, the less its relevance, as will be discussed
below. Both variables are inherently ordinal (not ratio) scales. Users would usually seek documents with the greatest
cognitive effects, since they do not like to waste their “mental energy entertaining uncertainties” (Soll et al. 2015).
White mapped the Sperber and Wilson formula for relevance onto the tf*idf (term frequency*inverse document
frequency) formula from IR. In the original IR formula, the tf and df values are used to weight documents for their
relevance to a query; tf is a query term’s frequency in a document, while df is its frequency in all the documents in
the collection being searched (Salton and Yang 1973; Hiemstra, 2000). As a term’s df count increases, the more
common it is in the collection, and presumably the less discriminating it becomes. Inverting this frequency as idf
elevates terms that are less common and presumably more query-specific. Sparck Jones (1972) in fact introduced the
idf factor as “statistical specificity”.
The seed document is the query in White’s studies, and tf is the number of times a document has been co-cited with
a seed. As the document’s tf increases, its relevance to the seed increases. By contrast, df is the number of citations
each co-cited document has received in the database. As a document’s df count increases, the more it is cited across
a variety of other works, presumably because its title and contents suggest a wider applicability than the seed’s.
Inverting df as idf elevates documents that are less widely cited and presumably more specifically and obviously
related to the seed when their titles (and possibly other bibliographic details) are compared (White 2007a: 538-542).
Hence, White calls idf in this case “ease of processing” rather than “processing effort”; higher idf means higher ease.
In pennant retrieval, a relevance score for each document is obtained by multiplying tf and idf as in Manning and
Schütze (2000: 541-542):
Relevance = 1 + log (tf) * log (N/df)

(3)

where tf and df are defined as above, N is the estimated number of documents in the database, and the base-10 logs
are a damping factor. Appendices 1b and 2b have 100 examples of scores from (3) being used to rank documents cocited with a seed. Other examples will be found in White (2018b), where they are called “bag of works” retrievals,
and in White (2010). These examples tend to show works obviously relevant to the seed ranked higher than those
not obviously relevant to it, in keeping with the ease-of-processing factor.
By contrast, in pennant diagrams the tf and idf values from (3) are plotted separately, not multiplied to yield a single
weight. The two values determine the coordinates of each co-cited document on two axes (see, e.g., White 2007a, b;
Tonta and Özkan Çelik 2013: 39). The seed’s point is at the tip of the pennant. A document’s placement relative to
the seed predicts its cognitive effects and the ease of processing it. Its tf value (cognitive effects) is plotted on the
pennant’s x-axis; its idf value (ease of processing) is plotted on the y-axis. Higher tf scores pull documents closer to
the seed. Their idf scores predict the ease of relating their titles to the seed’s title. “Easier” documents on the y-axis
tend to have title terms identical to, or synonymous with, or frequently associated with the seed’s title terms;
“harder” documents on the y-axis do not. (A “harder” document can still be highly relevant to the seed on the x-
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axis.) Since pennants have limited space for labeling, they need to be accompanied by fuller bibliographic data for
each point. They are intended to show what tf*idf weighting does to numerous actual titles, thereby illustrating an
RT-based explanation of the formula’s popularity.
Data, Methods, and Techniques
The first of our two seeds, Maron & Kuhns (1960), presented what was then a new approach to IR, and, as
sometimes happens with pioneering works, it cited only two items:
•
•

Shannon and Weaver’s (1949) famous book The Mathematical Theory of Communication
Yule’s (1912) foundational paper on measuring association between attributes

In a sense, using M&K in a test of bibliographic coupling is less than fair: not only are its references few, but both
are very broad in their connotations, neither obviously resembles the seed, and neither obviously resembles the
other. One might therefore expect many Related Records retrievals to be markedly different from it in their subject
matter, and that is indeed what we found. Our relevance judgments on the Related Records retrieval and the pennant
retrieval for M&K were thus very much in the latter’s favor.
By contrast, Cooper (1988) cited 20 items, and its Related Records retrievals were dramatically better. It describes
several problems with the “conventional” Boolean model of IR (e.g., unfriendly Boolean formulas, too little or too
much output, inability to emphasize different facets of the search). For each problem, it offers a design solution that
was non-conventional in 1988 (e.g., probabilistic methods, term-weighting, advanced statistical techniques). Most of
its references are keyed to these alternatives. Nine are on probabilistic IR, eight are on IR systems in general, and
three are on use of the maximum entropy principle in IR experiments.
Through separate Related Records searches of the WoS core collection (consisting, at the time, of documents from
1945 to 2017), we obtained the bibliographic coupling data on our two seeds in December 2017. When a seed’s full
bibliographic record is displayed in WoS, a link labeled “View Related Records” returns all documents that share at
least one reference with the seed, ranked by how many are shared. Our search identified 9,803 works coupled with
M&K and 2,919 works coupled with Cooper. After retrieving these works, we exported them in .txt format to MS
Excel and used a macro to check the number of references each record shared with each of our seeds.
The co-citation data retrievals were conducted in WoS in March 2018. We performed Cited Reference (CR)
searches in WoS for each seed paper separately. M&K had been cited in 333 articles and Cooper’s paper in 43
articles in WoS-indexed journals. We downloaded the bibliographic records of all articles citing these two papers,
including their reference lists. The latter were processed offline to count the frequencies with which our seeds were
cited jointly with other references. The 333 direct citations to M&K yielded a total of 4,176 unique co-citations,
while the 43 direct citations to Cooper yielded a total of 711. We wrote several macros1 to clean, match, count,
merge, cluster, and visualize these data.
To count the frequency of each unique citation in the reference lists, we wrote a script to match citations to the same
works in the reference lists of the 333 and 43 papers. Data cleaning and merging were necessary because WoS
source publications use different citation styles (e.g., APA, MLA, Chicago), and names are not cited consistently,
which fragments the associated counts. For instance, the string “Maron ME” was cited in 19 slightly different ways
in the database. The journal in which M&K’s paper was published (Journal of the Association for Computing
Machinery) was abbreviated in eight different ways (e.g., ACM J, J ACM and J ASS COMP MACH). This
fragmentation caused citations to some works to appear fewer than they in fact were, making it difficult to determine
tf correctly. To overcome this problem, we ran a similarity algorithm based on the bag of words (not bag of works)
technique and set the similarity threshold at 80 percent to increase the accuracy of matching. We examined the
output visually and checked the sources before merging.
Figure 1 illustrates our WoS record structure with specimen data. Works 1, 2, 3 and 4 have publication years (PY)
2010-2012. Their unique cited references (CR) are A, B, C, D, E, and F.2 The seed paper is represented by A,
included in the reference lists of all four works. Due to the nature of our data set, the total frequency count for each
reference, as seen in Table 1, actually gives its co-citation count with the seed. In our actual data, the reference lists
1

Macros are available at: http://www.mugeakbulut.com/YL_Tez/veriler_makrolar/makrolar/
We needed only PY and CR from the 60 field tags in the WoS standard file to calculate the frequencies. For all tags and their
definitions, see Clarivate Analytics (2018a).
2
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of citing works were linked through their citing years.
To calculate the idf values, we exported the cited references by checking each item on WoS “marked lists” and
created citation reports from these lists. The tf and idf values were calculated as in formula (3):
tf = 1 + log (tf)

(4)

idf = log (N/df)

(5)

where the tf was based on each work’s co-citations with the seed, and idf was based on its total citations in the
database.
Table 1. Co-citation frequencies by years
References

2010

2011

2012

Total

A

1

2

1

4

B

0

0

1

1

C

1

0

1

2

D

1

0

0

1

E

1

2

0

3

F

0

1

0

1

Fig. 1. A specimen of WoS data structure
We used a macro to count the co-citations and total citations for each record and computed the tf*idf weightings to
come up with a ranked list. N, the total items in the collection, was assumed to be five million.
We then found the distribution of WoS-assigned research areas for all records related to the two seeds. “Research
area” denotes a subject categorization scheme used in all WoS databases (Clarivate Analytics 2017b, 2018b). The
scheme comprises 252 subject categories in the sciences, social sciences, arts, and humanities. Some works are
assigned to more than one area. For each seed, we listed the 10 areas most frequently assigned to its
bibliographically coupled papers. We thus could compare the effect of M&K’s two references with Cooper’s 20 on
the broad topicality of retrievals.
Next, we assessed the topical relevance of individual papers to our seeds. In classical IR tests, need-based queries
are collected from users, and the same users judge the results for relevance. In effect, that is what two of us (MA and
YT) did here on a very small scale. It is not unreasonable to think the same could be done on a much larger scale in
TREC-style evaluations. The two seeds represented real interests of ours, the retrievals were from a real system, and
our judgments were straightforward reactions to scientific papers. Although we had conjectured that pennant
retrievals would produce superior results, we proceeded as we would in any literature search and evaluated records
using Swanson’s (1986: 397) “topic-oriented relevance” to identify objective relationships with the seeds—or the
absence of them. This was deemed appropriate because “[t]he testing of an information system . . . must operate
with objectified requests and objective relevance of the responding documents” (Swanson 1986: 396).
As our “responding documents”, we chose the top 50 records related to our two seeds by our two metrics—200 in
all. We examined the full bibliographic details for each (e.g., author, title, assigned keywords), and read its abstract.
A few items (e.g., book chapters) lacked abstracts, in which case we read their introductory sections. In judging
whether a record was indeed related in topic to its respective seed, we sought consensus between the two
researchers. Our binary judgments are shown in the Appendixes: relevant (R) or not relevant (NR).
Finally, we calculated Bollmann’s (1983) generalized normalized recall measure (Rnorm) for bibliographically
coupled or co-cited items at various cut-off points (the first 5, 10, 25, and 50 items in the ranked retrievals):
Rnorm (∆) = 0.5 * [1+ (R+ - R-) / R+max],

(6)

+

where Rnorm (∆) is the retrieval output; R is the number of document pairs in which a relevant document ranked
higher than a non-relevant one (agreeing pairs); R- is the number of document pairs in which a non-relevant
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document ranked higher than a relevant one (contradictory pairs); and R+max is the maximum number of R+’s
(agreeing pairs). Rnorm measures the effectiveness of an IR system based on the ranking of the retrieval outputs (Yao
1995: 142). It penalizes systems that do not reject non-relevant works successfully. We compared each list of
records related to M&K or Cooper to find out which method displayed the relevant papers at higher ranks of
retrieved outputs. Mean normalized recall ratios measure if search systems display relevant works in the top ranks of
the retrieval outputs. Retrieval output ∆1 is better than output ∆2 if ∆1 has fewer non-relevant works at top ranks
than ∆2 (Bitirim, Tonta and Sever 2002).
It is clearly very labor-intensive to clean, match and merge references, as well as to obtain the corresponding tf and
idf values for each of them. There is, as yet, no way of automatically creating pennants, and almost all of the existing
ones were made possible by the now defunct DialogClassic system and its unique instant formatting of the necessary
data (White 2018b).

Findings and Discussion
Maron and Kuhns
M&K’s subject matter can be briefly suggested. Its authors formulated a model based on probabilistic indexing: “If
a user comes to the system with a query containing a specific term, what is the probability that this user would find a
particular document containing that term relevant?” They set up an experimental library with a small collection of
articles and estimated each article’s probability of relevance to a given search query. Then they used probabilistic
weighting factors based on distance/closeness measures between index terms in the document/request space.
Relevant articles were retrieved for more than two-thirds of the queries.
Records Bibliographically Coupled with M&K
Table 2 reveals the top 10 research areas of the 9,803 works bibliographically coupled with M&K. Almost half
occur in the top four categories. Most have nothing to do with M&K’s topics.
Table 2. Distribution of Related Records for M&K in the top 10 research areas
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Research Area
Environmental Sciences Ecology
Computer Science
Engineering
Marine Freshwater Biology
Physics
Psychology
Business Economics
Agriculture
Plant Sciences
Mathematics

N
1628
1458
985
812
772
770
546
493
487
468

Since M&K’s paper refers only to Shannon and Weaver’s book and Yule’s paper, Related Records retrieved mostly
non-relevant items. For instance, Prevedelli et al., the first paper in Appendix 1(a), is titled “Relationship of nonspecific commensalism in the colonization of the deep layers of sediment”. Among its 23 references, it cited both
items that M&K also cited, which presumably made it the paper most topically related to M&K. By formula (1),
there was 100% intellectual overlap between M&K and Prevedelli et al., but the latter is on freshwater biology.
The rest of the top 50 papers listed in Appendix 1(a) shared only one reference with M&K’s paper. (When multiple
bibliographic coupling counts are all tied, the WoS ranking principle is not clear, but it ranks them nonetheless.)
Some of the papers in Appendix 1(a) seem indirectly related with M&K (see 4, 6, 25, 30, 32, and 36), probably
because both they and M&K cited Yule’s paper on association measures. Yet the topics of the rest of the 50 are very
diverse, as the global categories in Table 2 suggest.
Overall, we judged 15 of the top 50 records to be relevant to M&K, as marked in Appendix 1(a). Their distribution
at cut-off points is: one in the top five (20%), four in the top ten (40%), and eight in the top 25 (32%). The mean
normalized recall ratios were respectively 25%, 38%, 51%, and 54% at cut-off points 5, 10, 25 and 50.
Thus, more than two-thirds of the records were not relevant to the seed paper. This less-than-satisfactory outcome is
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due to the way Related Records works for papers with few items in their reference lists. All but one paper in the top
50 shared one reference with M&K—i.e., 50% intellectual overlap. Though 50% may not seem low, formula (1)
does not take into account the total items in the reference lists of bibliographically coupled papers, as discussed
earlier. WoS therefore produced many false drops, along with the extreme diversity of research areas seen in Table
2. In other words, the Related Records algorithm quickly drifted away from M&K’s topic (Huang et al. 2004).
Pennant Retrieval with M&K
The performance of the pennant algorithm with M&K was quite impressive. We scored all 50 items in Appendix 1b
as relevant to the seed. The normalized recall values (Rnorm) were thus perfect (100%) at all cut-off points. Most are
obviously so at title level. In a few cases, such as Bush’s “As we may think” (rank 29) or Kleinberg’s “Authoritative
sources in a hyperlinked environment” (rank 45), the ties are not obvious in title language, but we know from our
own backgrounds that citers have linked them to M&K because they bear strongly on IR techniques. (The authors
are, to some extent, already familiar with the IR literature and in the past have read the full texts of several papers
that were retrieved.)
The top 50 works co-cited with M&K appear as points in the pennant diagram in Fig. 2. They are labeled with their
rank numbers from Appendix 1(b), their first or sole author, and their publication year. The points are divided
(intuitively, not algorithmically) into sectors labeled A, B, and C to facilitate interpretation. In pennants, all works
are relevant to the seed by historical co-citation evidence, but they vary in their degree of relevance and in how
easily that relevance may be inferred from their titles. To repeat, the tf factor in formula (4) pushes items more
relevant to the seed rightward on the x-axis, while the idf factor in formula (5) pushes items more specifically related
to the seed upward on the y-axis (White 2018a: 762).

Fig. 2. Pennant diagram of works co-cited with Maron and Kuhns’ seed paper (top 50 records)
Works with the highest tf values appear closest to the seed in all sectors (Fig. 2). They are predicted to be most
relevant to M&K’s paper in terms of cognitive effects when considered or read with it. But they differ in the ease of
relating their titles to the seed’s title. For example, among papers closest to the seed, Robertson [Maron and Cooper]
(1982), Robertson (1977), and Croft [and Harper] (1979) are higher on the y-axis than Robertson [and Sparck Jones]
(1976). The three higher papers’ titles seem quite close to the seed’s, while the last-named paper’s title (italicized) is
a bit broader in scope—i.e., less specific:
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Seed: On relevance, probabilistic indexing and information retrieval
•
•
•
•

Robertson SE (1982): Probability of relevance: a unification of two competing models for
document retrieval
Croft WB (1979) Using probabilistic models of document retrieval without relevance information.
Robertson SE (1977): The probability ranking principle in IR
Robertson SE (1976): Relevance weighting of search terms

In sector A, the total citations to works are low relative to their co-citation counts with the seed. Recall that the
inverse factor that puts them higher on the y-axis is statistical specificity; their titles are predicted to be more
specifically related to M&K’s title and thus easier for a user to associate with it. In sector A, for example, we find
Cooper [and Maron] (1978) on probabilistic and utility-theoretic indexing, along with Fuhr (1989), which builds on
and advances M&K’s Model 1. Also in sector A are papers by Thompson (1990a, b) and Maron (1977) that discuss
the concept of “aboutness” as a factor contributing to relevance. These papers appear semantically close to M&K.
Figure 3 highlights some papers in sector A for specificity analysis. More than three quarters of co-cited works with
“probabilistic” in their titles are located in sector A. They thus all seem directly related to the seed’s topic.

Fig. 3. Works with "probabilistic" in their titles
Papers pushed lower on the y-axis in sectors B and C tend to be less specifically related to the seed. The works in
sector B mostly do not refer to probabilistic indexing in their titles; they are on other aspects of retrieval. Likewise,
most of the works in sector C are less relevant to M&K’s paper, in the sense of being harder to associate with it
semantically (e.g., Salton’s discussions of automatic indexing, Porter’s suffix stripping). However, by co-citation
evidence they are a meaningful part of the display, not simply instances of topic drift. Their histories of use by citers
show them to be weakly relevant to M&K, even though their titles do not resemble M&K’s.
We cannot provide the distribution of co-cited papers by WoS research areas (like those in Table 2), since the Cited
Reference search in WoS does not offer this option, and it was not possible to identify research areas automatically.
However, the titles of documents grouped by the pennant algorithm often imply intra- and interdisciplinary relations
that are not otherwise easily observable. In Figure 4 we have applied tf*idf weighting to all 4,176 papers co-cited
with M&K—not just the top-ranked 50. Each of them is represented with a dot. (Numerous papers with low tf values
are on the same dots.) We then labeled clusters of dots to suggest broad topical similarities in their titles, and these
convey some major research areas associated with M&K, indicating its history of intellectual associations.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of related papers by broad topics
The papers closest to the seed on the x-axis deal with probabilistic, Boolean, and vector space IR models and also
with relevance as a concept. They are relatively few in number and are predicted to have greater cognitive effects
when read with the seed than the less specifically related papers further back. The latter deal with topics such as
fuzzy sets, bibliometrics, data mining, and neural networks. A researcher studying probabilistic IR models can easily
locate the broad areas in which M&K’s paper has had direct or indirect influence.
Comparison of Relevance Ranking Lists for M&K
We conjectured that pennant retrieval would retrieve more relevant items than Related Records for papers with both
few and many references. Our findings for M&K strongly support the first part of our hypothesis. Of course, they
are based on a single seed paper. Yet it is not uncommon for papers, especially older ones, to have brief reference
lists. For instance, Tonta and Özkan Çelik (2013) created a pennant diagram for a 1941 paper by a famous
mathematician, Cahit Arf, that had only one reference. It is likely that the retrieval performance of Related Records
would be similar for many such older papers.
The retrieval sets for M&K in Appendix 1 permit detailed comparisons of the two methods we studied. The sets have
zero overlap, indicating that our two methods in this case functioned differently. Related Records retrieved mostly
non-relevant items. In contrast, the top 50 records produced by pennant retrieval could be used as a reading list for
courses on IR models and IR history. Paul Thompson, a former student of Maron’s, discussed M&K’s contribution to
the IR literature in a special issue of Information Processing & Management (Thompson, 2007). Of the 51 works he
cited in his paper, 28 are in the pennant diagram, whereas none of them appears in the Related Records list.

Cooper
With Cooper, neither bibliographic coupling nor co-citation produced retrievals as glaringly off-topic as the many we
marked “not relevant” in the case of M&K. In fact, all 100 items retrieved by the two metrics belong to the literature of
information science, and most are on formal techniques of IR in the same sense as our two seeds. However, we did
encounter a few items whose topics seemed somewhat peripheral to Cooper’s and that would have required extra effort
to consider in relation to it. That makes them, technically, less relevant to the seed, but we scored them as not relevant,
as if making a first pass at prioritizing items from a recommender system. All titles appear in Appendix 2.
Records Bibliographically Coupled with Cooper
The retrieval performance of Related Records appears to improve tremendously as the number of shared references
with the seed paper increases. Its performance for Cooper is impressive: 24 of the first 25 records were relevant.
Altogether there were only six non-relevant records in the first 50. The mean normalized recall ratios at cut-off
points of 5 and 10 are 100%. The overall normalized recall ratio for the top 50 records is 90%. Of the six non-
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relevant records, five were on OPACs—online public access catalogs—in particular libraries (records 20, 35, 43, 47,
and 48 in Appendix 2(a)).
Table 3 gives the top 10 research areas of the 2,919 works that Cooper retrieved through Related Records. They are
much more similar to the seed in broad subject matter than those retrieved by M&K in Table 2. Some 90% of them
came from Computer Science (compare 15% for M&K). In addition, 36% were assigned to the area WoS calls
“Information Science Library Science” (some records were assigned to both top areas). The bibliographic coupling
algorithm apparently works better for works citing relatively many references.
Table 3. Distribution of Related Records for Cooper in the top 10 research areas
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Research Area
Computer Science
Information Science Library Science
Engineering
Mathematics
Operations Research Management Science
Telecommunications
Medical Informatics
Imaging Science Photographic Technology
Psychology
Automation Control Systems

N
2617
1064
374
75
62
62
50
48
44
38

The topics of the retrieved papers can be gleaned from their keywords: Boolean (10 papers), fuzzy (8), OPACs (6),
general IR systems (5), term weighting (4), probabilistic IR (3), and ranking (3). Nearest-neighbor searching and
natural language processing in IR are represented with two papers each.
Records Co-cited with Cooper
As we did for M&K in Fig. 2, we ranked the 711 papers co-cited with Cooper by their tf*idf weights and plotted the
top 50 in the pennant diagram in Fig. 5. Cooper is rightmost. Parenthesized numbers refer to ranks of papers in
Appendix 2(b).

Fig. 5. Pennant diagram of works co-cited with Cooper’s seed paper (top 50 records)
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Of the papers co-cited with Cooper, 20 concentrate on probabilistic IR (including probabilistic indexing, fuzzy sets,
and relevance) followed by 11 on IR in general, seven on vector space model (including automatic indexing and
parallel text search), and four on the maximum entropy principle.
The three papers predicted to be the most specifically relevant to Cooper’s are Maron ME (1988), Bookstein A
(1985), and Radecki T (1988). Their tf and idf values are both high, placing them in sector A. Below, their titles may
be compared with that of the italicized fourth-ranked one, Kraft DH (1985), which has a much higher tf value than
the first three but a much lower idf value, placing it in sector C. Kraft is there because it is a more general work than
the three above it—a highly cited literature review—and its relation to Cooper is less obvious than theirs:
Seed: Getting beyond Boole
•
•
•
•

Maron ME (1988): Probabilistic design principles for conventional and full-text retrieval systems
Bookstein A (1985) Probability and fuzzy-set applications to information retrieval.
Radecki T (1988): Probabilistic methods for ranking output documents in conventional Boolean
retrieval systems
Kraft DH (1985) Advances in information retrieval: where is that /#*&@¢ record?3

Regardless of where the co-cited papers are placed in the Fig. 5 pennant, we marked 46 of the first 50 as relevant to
Cooper. The four non-relevant papers (ranks 20, 25, 43 and 45 in Appendix 2(b)) are Wallace DP (1988) on
effective display size in online IR systems; Ding Y (1998, 1999), which are author co-citation analyses of IR as a
field; and Schwartz C (1986), an ARIST review of subject analysis.
Comparison of Relevance Ranking Lists for Cooper
By our scoring, pennant retrieval produced 46 relevant papers in the first 50, and Related Records produced 44. The
difference, while negligible, shows pennant retrieval working slightly better than Related Records for a seed paper
with many items in its reference list. Moreover, as shown in Table 4, the two lists of 50 had only five records in
common. The pennant retrieval thus contributed an additional 41 relevant items in this particular retrieval. It would
be of great interest if low overlap were typical of retrievals when both methods use the same seed.
Pennant retrieval had 100% mean normalized recall ratios at cut-off points for 5 and 10 records, 91% for 25 records
and 67% for 50 records. The comparable Related Records scores were, respectively, 100%, 100%, 79% and 81%.
Table 4. Titles included in both ranked lists
Author(s)
1. Salton, G. & Buckley, C.

Title
Term-weighting approaches in automatic
text retrieval

Pennant retrieval
rank

Related Records
rank

42

1

2. Radecki, T.

Trends in research on information-retrieval the potential for improvements in
conventional Boolean retrieval-systems

5

3

3. Belkin, N.J. & Croft, W.B.

Retrieval techniques

6

16

4. Maron, M.E.

Probabilistic design principles for
conventional and full-text retrieval-systems

1

14

5. Kraft, D.H. & Buell, D.A.

Fuzzy-sets and generalized Boolean
retrieval-systems

28

24

General Comparison
Taking all 200 items into account, the pennant algorithm yielded 96 relevant papers, while Related Records yielded
59, thereby supporting our conjecture. Put another way, Related Records performed much worse than pennant
retrieval for a paper with two references, and no better for a paper with relatively many.

3

For those unfamiliar with the convention, nonsensical characters are an old-fashioned way of comically indicating an
unprintable curse-word.
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Figure 6 charts the mean normalized recall ratios attained for M&K and Cooper. The papers co-cited with M&K
were all judged specifically or generally relevant to it in topic, giving pennant retrieval perfect scores. Related
Records was much less successful. Its ratios ranged between 25% and 54%, the average being 42%. In the case of
Cooper, pennant retrieval was not quite as good as it was with M&K, but there was little difference in how it
compared with Related Records. Both methods averaged 90% over the four cut-off points. The greater falloff of
pennant retrieval at right happens because, as noted, the ratios penalize non-relevant papers that are relatively highranked. These outcomes evoke possible studies that use many more seeds to compare the two methods.

Fig. 6. Mean normalized recall ratios for the two seeds with Related Records retrieval and pennant retrieval
The WoS research areas of the papers retrieved by Related Records are more homogenous for Cooper (Table 3) than
for M&K (Table 2). In other words, Cooper’s 20 references brought greater topical focus to bibliographically
coupled works. No comparable data exist for the pennant retrievals, but they generally appear to be well-focused for
M&K in both the broad areas and the particular specialties we identified (Figure 4).
Our two methods retrieved relevant document sets with little overlap from the same collection. If full-scale tests
confirm this effect, it would suggest the desirability of offering both bibliographic coupling and co-citation as
retrieval methods in important databases such as WoS.
It further suggests that co-citation or pennant-style retrieval might be a way of adding to a pool of relevant records in
IR experiments. For instance, in TREC experiments the top n items retrieved by different IR systems are aggregated
in a pool so as to benefit from each system’s different strengths. The assumption is that each system would position
the greatest number of relevant results at the top of its output list. Hence, aggregating diverse output lists with their
top n retrievals would increase the likelihood of creating a more complete collection for relevance judgments
(Clough and Sanderson 2013).

Conclusions and Further Research
This is the first study to compare the pennant algorithm with the Related Records algorithm. Our main contribution
is to suggest that pennant retrievals can be used successfully in search systems. For papers with few items in their
reference lists, pennant retrievals using co-citation data may find many useful items. Tonta and Özkan Çelik (2013)
replicated White’s approach for a relatively old paper (1941) with only one reference and obtained promising
results. Pennant retrieval moreover compared favorably with Related Records retrieval for a seed with numerous
bibliographic coupling links to other papers.
The limitations of our study are plain: the quantitative findings cannot be used to estimate parameters, pennant
retrieval is highly labor-intensive, and we have not considered the practicality and cost of incorporating it in
operational IR systems such as WoS. Relevance assessments carried out by researchers rather than users with real
information needs can be seen a limitation as well. However, as implied earlier, the classic IR testing method could
be used if large sets of users supplied seed documents and then judged retrievals based on different bibliometric
relationships, presumably using IR systems with interactive capabilities (Borlund and Ingwersen 1997).
It is likely that the choice of the first seed document in our exploratory case study has had an influence on the results
because it had only two items in its reference list. Be that as it may, it should be pointed out that for the two seeds
with both a few and many items in their reference lists, pennant retrieval seems to have provided comparable, if not
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better, retrieval performance in both cases and found additional relevant records complementing those of Related
Records retrieval. This suggests that pennant retrieval with its capability of finding different but potentially relevant
documents can be used to improve Related Records retrieval, especially for older papers with sparse reference lists.
Nonetheless, further research is needed to better understand how co-citation retrieval performs against bibliographic
coupling retrieval when seed papers have both few and many items in their reference lists.
Our findings may provoke interest in integrating co-citation retrieval capabilities into current citation databases (e.g.,
WoS, Scopus, Google Scholar) and recommender systems (Carevic and Mayr 2014; Carevic and Schaer 2014;
White 2018b). DialogClassic offered co-citation retrieval until a few years ago, and WoS has offered Cited
Reference searching as one of its main search options for a long time. A new goal would be to complement
retrievals based on bibliographic coupling with retrievals based on co-citation in WoS’s huge network (see Clarivate
Analytics (2019) for current coverage). Records could be ranked on the basis of their degree of co-citation with seed
documents, thereby identifying and perhaps visualizing associations among papers in the database. Pennant-style
weighting could be an option. The methods by which pennant diagrams might be incorporated in existing systems
should be studied further, along with the scalability issues.
Contributions
Akbulut and Tonta: Conceptualization, methodology, software, formal analysis, and visualizations; original and
revised drafts
White: Review, editing and revisions, final draft
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